Abstract
Introduction
Designing efficient parallel algorithms requires users to understand the performance characteristics of parallel machines and to modify their algorithms accordingly. These modifications are problem deyendent. Therefore, parallel algorithms have had to be fine-tuned case by case to achieve higher performance. The painful, elusive design process has excluded casual users and restricted parallel computers to a rather small professional community. This situation needs to be changed to make parallel computers usable for other scientists.
We would like to reduce the burden of parallel algorithm design and make the design process more systematic. This raises the obvious questions: What are the techniques for developing efficient parallel algorithms? How could these techniques be used on a given application? To answer the first question, Nelson and Snyder [l] have proposed the concept of parallel paradigm and identified several paradigms. Paradigms provide good examples and may help users understand parallel computation. However, these paradigms are described verbally and are isolated from In our research, we approach these two questions from a different angle [2]. We study parallel algorithm design from a general point of view. First, a representation methodology, structured representation, is developed. With this representation, most of the frequently used scientific and engineering algorithms can be represented by simple formulations. These formulations are combinations of some simple data structures, called parallel computation models, and provide adequate information about performance degradations. Parallel computation models are the basic building blocks of structured representations. Since both parallel computation models and parallel paradigms are commonly used data structures, they share some similarities. A major advantage of parallel computation models over parallel paradigms is that computation models are based on mathematical formulations, and they are the constructing components of general algorithms. The design techniques used in computation models are the techniques needed for general algorithm design, and the design techniques are used in a similar way.
The parallel systems considered in this study are multicomputers. Multicomputers are message passing distributed-memory multiprocessors.
Structured representation
Parallelism can be achieved by dividing a given algorithm into pieces, called subtasks, and solving these pieces concurrently. Ideally, these subtasks can be solved independently, where the exchange of intermediate result is negligible. Unfortunately, for most algorithms communication is necessary for exchanging data and coordinating activities. Although various asynchronous techniques have been designed to reduce the communication overhead, most communication must be achieved in a synchronous fashion, that is the receiving node must receive the communicated message before continuing. This synchronous communication requirement makes efficient algorithm design very difficult. The load needs to be balanced between synchronization and special care has to be taken to reduce the communication overhead. Figure 1 depicts the general parallel computation pattern with synchronous communication considered. It shows that the solving process consists of two phases, compute and data-exchange. These two phases occur alternatively and repetitively, and, therefore, form the compute-exchange computation. The data-exchange phase involves communication between compute phases. The communication patterns vary largely from algorithm to algorithm, and may be represented by a notation. To simplify this notation, we restrict ourselves to certain classes of communication, which are large enough for our purposes -describing the most frequently used scientific and engineering applications. their start-vertex. In other words, the out,degree of a vertex v is equal to the number of destinations that v sends its message to. For this reason we also call the outdegree of a vertex the degree of a s:ender. The indegree of a vertex and the degree of a receiver are defined similarly. The degree of a receiver is the number of sources from which it receives messages.
Definition 1 A regular communication is a communication in which all senders have the same degree and all receivers have the same degree.
For a given undirected graph, if for every two vertices U and v there exists a path whose sta.rting vertex is U and whose ending vertex is U , then the graph is connected. A connected subgraph G(V', E') is ' a connected component if there is no other connected subgraph containing G(V', E') as its proper subgraph.
The underlying (undirected) graph of a digraph is the graph resulting from the digraph if the direction of the edges is ignored. A connected component of a digraph is the corresponding subdigraph of the connected component of its underlying graph.
A connected component of the comrnu.nication digraph is called a pattern of the communication. By our definition, the communication requirement of a regular data-exchange is given by the number of patterns it contains. The pattern of a communication is described by the number of senders and the number of receivers in this pattern. The complexity of each sender and of each receiver is given by its degree. Thus, a regular data-exchange can be represented using five parameters as where P is the number of instance of the pattern, S is the number of senders in each instance of the pattern, and D is the degree of the senders. Similarly, R is the number of receivers in each instance of the pattern, and d is the degree of each receiver. An example of using this notation for presenting communication is given in Figure 2 . Notation 1) describes a communication by five parameters. d ince messages must be sent one at a time. The number of times messages are sent and received is the dominant factor in communication cost. Notation (1) indicates the characteristics of a communication. More information may be needed when implementation is considered. The second class of data-exchange which we want to identify is called conjunctive regular data-exchange. We use the same five parameters to identify conjunctive regular data-exchange. The difference between regular data-exchange and conjunctive regular dataexchange is that in conjunctive regular data-exchange the patterns are not disjoint, they conjoin one another. Consider two special cases: conjunction at the sender side only and conjunction at the receiver side only. We have two general notations,
and where the subscript, c, points out which side has conjunctions. An example of conjunctive regular dataexchange is given in Figure 3 , in which the receiver side has conjunction. Since a regular communication patterns could have more than one partition graph which consists of one or more copies of the same pattern, a conjunctive regular data-exchange could have more than one notation.
A graph G'(V', E') is a partition graph of G(V, E ) if G'(V', E') is formed
Once the data-exchange phase has been identified in an algorithm, we can describe the algorithm in terms of data-exchange. An algorithm might have different data-exchange phases. Writing these dataexchange phases together in order by using the symbol and adding in the compute phases, we have a formula, called a structured representation, for each algorithm. Figure 5 shows how to represent the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) computation in terms of regular data-exchange. The communication divides the computation into layers. The total computation depends on the number of layers as well as the computation requirement at each layer. X i is the computation work on each processor between data-exchange phase i -1 and i, if we have even allocation. X i is the computation work of the processor which has the largest workload among all the working processors in the compute phase i, if we have uneven allocation. Odd-even cyclic reduction is a commonly used method for scientific algorithms. A well known parallel algorithm for tridiagonal linear systems is based on odd-even cyclic reduction [4] . From Figure 6 we can see that the odd-even cyclic reduction algorithm contains two different structures. The upper half of Figure 6 is one structure and the lower half is another structure. This is a common phenomenon of scientific algorithms. Most of the frequently used scientific algorithms are combinations of a few simple structures, which we call computation models. The information in computation models can be used in general algorithms. Studying computation models will lead to a general algorithm design guideline for scientific applications.
Parallel computation models
Seven computation models were identified and studied in [2] . They are local computation, globalexchange computation, compute-aggregate-broadcast computation, divide-and-conquer computation, domain decomposition computation, pipelined computation and recursive doubling computation. We have found that various scientific applications are combina- 
Conclusion
Traditionally, parallel algorithms have been designed by brute force method and fine tuned on each architecture to achieve high performance. A mathematical foundation is necessary in moving toward a, systematic design methodology for parallell algorithms. In our study, a notation was first developed. Using, this notation, most of the frequently used scientific and engineering algorithms can be represented by simple formulas. These formulas constitute the structured representation of the corresponding algorithms. The basic building blocks of these structured representation, called parallel computation models, are identifiedl 
